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A multi-assay recording system (MARS) for electrophysiological data acquisition from 
freely moving mice

George Bekheet, Hayden Henderson

Motivation

Example rendition of a dual-modality 
experiment where an optical fiber 
and a ¼ MARS microdrive are 
implanted contralaterally.

Scientists currently implement several techniques to
acquire data from an awake-behaving rodent. Some of
these techniques include: optogenetics,
electrophysiology, calcium-imaging, and fiber-
photometry. These techniques are commonly referred
to as modalities or assays. Current electrophysiology
surgical implants require a large conal structure that
cannot be used in multi-modal experiments (figure 1).
We sought out to create an electrophysiology device that is modular, so
scientists can use the technique along other assays, which has never been
done in an awake behaving rodent.

Of the many techniques implemented within
neuroscience, electrophysiology is the most
practiced and offers highly valuable data. The
basis of electrophysiology is recording currents
from neurons (figure 2), but the experimental
medium is variable. For example, researchers may
record currents from one cell (patch-clamp), or
from an awake and mobile animal (awake-
behaving) (Figure 3). Awake-behaving
electrophysiology (ABE) requires a surgical
implant that is mounted onto the rodent’s head
and controls the height of several probes in
cortical matter, this is known as a headstage or
microdrive. There are many headstage designs
available to the scientific community, but none
offer researchers the ability to collect ABE data
alongside other assays, including calcium imaging
and optogenetics. The overarching concept of our
design is a multi-assay recording system (MARS)
that consists of a modular electrophysiology
microdrive. The MARS drive can be configured in
different ways to provide researchers with
flexibility in their study design, resulting in greater
experimental utility.
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Figure 2: Tetrodes being lower into 
cerebral tissue to assess neural 
electrodynamics

Figure 3: artistic rendition of a 
full microdrive implanted, with 
shielding.

MARS Design

Three of the four major components of the MARS drive are 3D printed
using high resolution stereolithography. The material chosen was
MicroFine green from Protolabs which is an ABS plastic chosen for its
stiffness and super-fine accuracy. The fourth component is the top-piece
which consists of a tiny screw and a cannula joined together by a dental
cement bridge. In addition to the 3D printed parts and the top piece, the
headstage utilizes a 64 channel electronic interface board (EIB) and
corresponding omnetics connectors with an amplifier. The EIB interfaces
with the tether and each channel of the tetrodes.
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Top view of full MARS headstage, with
center cannula stalk.

Side view of full MARS headstage, with
center cannula stalk.

Side view of full MARS headstage, with
cannula splayed out into corresponding
rungs.

Applications
• Initial applications will be contralateral implantations of ¼

configurations, with tetrodes targeting the CA1 of hippocampus
• This will study the bilateral symmetry of the brain, with

experimental variability coming from the modulation of the
sensory experience (enucleation of the eye)

• Multi-modal setting: Recent literature has indicated the presence of
VTA reward responsive dopaminergic neurons that have a time-
delayed response to place cells near a reward (Gomperts 2015). By
calcium-imaging hippocampal neurons, researchers can discern the
circuitry elements at play. Using a quarter MARS structure scientists
could then lower tetrodes into the VTA and compare the
electrophysiological signal with the calcium-imaging data

• This experiment can provide a characterized circuit for episodic
memory association with reward

Conclusion
• A standard operations procedure will be completed to provide the proper

guidelines for headstage construction, this will facilitate getting the
device into the neuroscience community

• Institutional collaborative’s for device-use are being put together at the
moment

• Once the device is properly field tested, a Github with proper 3D design
documentation and SOP will be released to the public

• Currently, for multi-modal experiments, the design is meant to be
implanted as a completely separate device, with a separate skull
exposure and no bridging components

• Design a similar MARS drive for rats
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MARS weight ~ 1.5 g
flexDrive weight ~2.2 g
MARS height 24 mm
flexDrive Tetrodes 16
MARS Tetrodes 4 - 16
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